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COMMENT

As the media industry gather at MIPCOM for another global
convention to exchange fresh ideas cross fertilize our
cultures, and foster new relationships, paradoxically,

currently worldwide the television and film industries through the
media are bombarding the public with re-runs, re issues, remakes.
Have we truly lost our Creative Edge? In a simple word Yes. The
reasons are as muti-layered as there are numerous. However, we can
point to one clear culprit, the desire particularly over the last ten
years of the major multinational companies, and governments: to
absorb smaller companies, or countries: to rule out the competition,
or democracy: and dilute every aspect of creativity, and freedom to
‘an alibi of fiction and fabrication’. It’s not just in the media, (a
reflection of society) where this ‘cycle’ of ‘fiction and fabrication’ is
enacted daily, take a look at politics, fashion, the economy
worldwide, are all re-running, the ingredients that comprise the ‘an
alibi of fiction and fabrication’ in a global setting.

The Business of Film, just this ONCE, is capitulating to the
masses, and re-running, from the MIP TV 1996 issue, it’s
comment on the ‘fiction and fabrication within our society’

entitled Prisoners of Our Society. In the quest for the ‘mighty
dollar’, too many are accepting the ‘fiction and fabrication’, and
every day our individual freedoms on countless levels have been
eroded and continues at an alarming rate.

Prisoners Of Our Society
Re-Run of 1996

In the worldwide village of the three cornered global economy,
our society as a whole views wealth and accomplishment as the
‘Seat’ of Power. How then does that translate when we look at the

advent of the V chip and the implication for the society as a whole?
Aside from the justified outrage from the creators of programming,
and the inference of the Big Brother syndrome of Government (of
the people by the people for the people) intervention. The push
toward wealth and power has resulted in the entire world becoming
Prisoners of our Society.

We manufacture bigger and better television sets, computers that enable
us to speak to each other electronically, all the while ‘confining’ our
society to stay within our four-walled environment, interacting with the
images on the screen, be they good or bad. Today in schools across the
world you see children playing with each other through a television, or
computer screen. What will they know of the beauty of the countryside,
of architecture and more importantly the skills to converse?

Our Prison is the relentless need to aquire the latest gadget, the
Wardens are the mammmoth multinational companies that rape the
enviorment, exploit individuals in Third World countries for the
‘Power’ on Wall St, London’s Stock Exchange, or in Tokyo.

The resolution is not by limiting our choice of activities, television,
cinema, theme parks and the like, but by giving our Society greater
choice through education. With education, parents in the lower
economic group, and this sector of our Society are the most
vulnerable, would be empowered to buy their children books, read to
them, plays games, cards, monopoly, go to the park, enjoy the
countryside and simply interface and interact as mammals.

What we as an industry can do, the responsible amongst us, is take into
consideration that it’s the ‘Mass’ that programming reaches, and that rather
than complain about lack of creative freedom, reach within our individual
intellect and ‘consider’ the effect of each frame on the screen, big or small.

In 1988 The Business of Film published the first industry trade
journal look at violence and the media entitled “Violence and the
Media: Should we have a Responsibility?” In 1992 it was followed
by “Violence and the Media: Has the Responsibility been Met?”

Clearly the Government (of the people by the people for the people)
feel it has not. In 1998 the V-Chip gadget was introduced into newly
manufactured televisions in an attempt to “control” and “protect” our
Society. But as we all know we “control” what we “want” to
“control”, and we “protect” what we “want” to “protect”, that is the
law of the human jungle, in which on a global scale we are all
Prisoners of our Society.

Moving Forward...Or are We?
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Suzanne Lloyd, granddaughter of
the silent era star and film
comedian Harold Lloyd, has
donated papers and photographs to
the Academy’s Margaret Herrick
Library. The collection consists of
nearly 3,000 original still
photograph negatives and
approximately 85 scrapbooks
covering Lloyd’s life and a film
career which spanned 34 years and
included more than 200 films.
“A collection of this caliber, from a
legendary Hollywood figure like
Harold Lloyd, is a welcome
addition to the Library, especially
during this time when we are
celebrating the rich, 75-year
history of the Academy,” said
Linda Mehr, director of the
Margaret Herrick Library.
The original 8-by-10 photo
negatives in the collection
represent almost all of Lloyd’s
feature films, including A Sailor-

Made Man (1921), Safety Last!
(1923), Girl Shy (1924), The Kid
Brother (1927) and Speedy
(1928).
“Memorabilia like this from the
silent era are extremely rare, and
utterly crucial to the record of
Hollywood’s history,” said Robert
Cushman, the Library’s
photograph curator. The archival
custom fiber prints, already
produced by the Academy from the
original negatives, serve as the
basis for the new book Harold
Lloyd: Master Comedian, written
by Jeffrey Vance and Suzanne
Lloyd, who also chairs the Harold
Lloyd Trust.
As one of the 36-founding members
of the Academy in 1927, Lloyd
strongly supported the organization
when it began and continued to do
so throughout his life. Lloyd
received an Honorary Oscar(R)
from the Academy in 1952. 

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPCOM 2002
Wicked Season, AVAILABLE FROM Curb Entertainment

Sundance Recipient 
Of HFPA Donation

Lloyd Memorabilia
To Academy Library

In the past eight years, the
Hollywood Foreign Press
Association has granted more than
$2,973,900 in charitable donations
to various film industry
organizations. Continuing its
annual commitment The
Hollywood Foreign Press
Association presented $488,900 in
donations to The Film Foundation
Inc., the Sundance Institute, Film
schools and Non-profit
organizations during its annual
luncheon honoring its incoming
2002-2003 slate of officers at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. Re-elected
president Dagmar Dunlevy said
“The Hollywood Foreign Press
Association is proud to report on
the entertainment industry to
countries worldwide, We’re also
delighted that the success of the
Golden Globes allows us to give
back to the community. We feel
honored to make substantial
charitable contributions to many
outstanding film-related charities
and educational institutions that
play an important role in serving
Hollywood.”

Donations were also made to the
California Institute of the Arts
School of Film/Video, UCLA
School of Theatre, Film and
Television, California State
University, Northridge Dept. of
Cinema/TV Arts, USC School of
Cinema-Television, Florida State
University Film School and North
Carolina School of the Arts.
Further recipients include the
Hollywood Entertainment
Museum Education Center, Los
Angeles County High School for
the Arts, Brooklyn Academy of
Music, Inner-City Filmmakers,
The Symphony Space, Inc., Latin
America Cinemateca of L.A.,
American Museum of the Moving
Image, Film Institute of Northern
California and Young Musicians
Foundation. The 60th Annual
Golden Globe Awards produced
by Dick Clark Productions in
association with the Hollywood
Foreign Press Association will
take place Sunday, January 19,
2003 with a live telecast airing on
NBC at 8 PM (EST).

Showtime named Gustavo
Mercado the $30,000 prizewinner
of the third annual Latino
Filmmaker Showcase, during
Hispanic Heritage month in the US
(September 15 - October 15).
Mercado’s short film, Sensitive,
was the centrepiece of the third
Latino filmmaker showcase, which
kicked off the block on September

25th. In addition to the winning
film, Showtime premiered four
films from finalists, Learning To
Swim directed by Christopher
Olness, First Days directed by
Lidia Estrada, Trauco’s Daughter
directed by Francisca Fuenzalida
and De Colores from co-
filmmakers Peter Barbosa and
Garrett Lenoir. 

Mercado Wins
Showtime Latino

Filmmaker Showcase
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Continuing to buck the trend in the
German marketplace, Constantin
Film AG generated positive
operating results in the 2nd quarter
of 2002. Sales in the 1st half of 2002
were up 41% at EUR 63.4 million.
The company also announced that
the output deal with the US
Production Company Escape Artists
LLC has been exercised. The 10.1%
equity holding in Escape Artists
LLC with a book value of EUR 3.9
million was written off completely
as a risk provision on June 30, 2002.
This provision and the inclusion in
the financial statements of the
cancellation of a licensing
agreement with the Kirch Group

regarding the future international in-
house productions Fantastic Four,
Silver Surfer and Stars My
Destination further depressed the
financial result for the 1st half of
2002 on a non-recurring basis. The
net loss for the 1st half of the year
was EUR - 6.0 million (previous
year: EUR - 6.7 million). The 3rd
quarter has started off well for the
company with the release of 8
Women and Party Animals ...
Wilder Gehts Nicht! as well as the
re-release of Der Schuh des
Manitu. Taking into account the
overall market environment in
Germany, the company expects
moderate sales growth. 

Constantin Continues
To Buck Trend

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPCOM 2002
Scar Tissue, AVAILABLE FROM CBC

Los Angeles based Animation
Company Film Roman, makers of
The Simpson and King Of The
Hill, increased its revenues by 18%
or $1.7 million, to $11.1 million for
the quarter ended June 30, 2002
from $9.4 million for the quarter
ended June 30, 2001. Revenue for
the six months ended June 30, 2002
decreased 6%, or $1.7 million to
$26.9 million from $28.6 million for
the comparable period in 2001,
primarily because in 2001 the
company delivered a movie-of-the-
week special and a live-action
direct-to-video two-hour film. This
decrease was offset by an increase in
the delivery of prime time fee-for-
services episodes in 2002. CEO &
President John Hyde stated, “During

the first two quarters of this year we
have concentrated on increasing our
for-hire work in television,
commercials, and visual effects. A
combination of more work, along
with stringent cost controls in both
overhead and production, which has
helped Film Roman successfully get
through the current economic down
turn.”
Film Roman has been an animation
production company for almost
two decades working on such
primetime hits as The Simpsons
and King Of The Hill, as well as
Saturday morning and syndicated
kids animation, including the
current top-rated Saturday morning
series X-Men: Evolution.

Film Roman Strengthened
Half Year Results 

DIC Entertainment concluded a
deal with US retailer Toys “R” Us,
creating a groundbreaking
partnership. Under the terms of the
agreement, Toys “R” Us will
develop a complete line of
Liberty’s Kids branded
merchandise. The retailer will be
directly responsible for the
development and manufacturing of
toys, school supplies, accessories,
party goods and girls and boys
apparel over a three-year period.
Liberty’s Kids made its debut on

PBS Kids early September 2002,
and the products are planned to be
launched in the spring of 2003.
Andy Heyward, Chairman & CEO
of DIC Entertainment said “In
today’s cluttered world of
licensing and retailing, it is
important to position Liberty’s
Kids as a brand in the minds of
consumers. To our knowledge it is
the first time a major retailer of
this prominence has co-developed
products for a children’s
entertainment property.” 

Liberty’s Kids
Product Launch 2003



FESTIVALS REVIEW

The last twenty years has seen the proliferation of film festivals in practically every town and country across the world coupled with the

rebirth and regeneration of the older more established events. The raison d’etre are many but in particular, rests on the culture and national identity

platforms, from both a political and a cultural viewpoint. The Business of Film looks at four festivals with different agenda’s. The Lorcano International

Festival The Deauville Festival of American Film. The Montreal World Film Festival and The Bermuda International Film Festival. 

Since 1975 Deauville the elegant lady of
France’s Normandy coast has played host to
the Deauville Festival of American Film.

Discovered by the Duke of Morny, half-brother of
Napoleon III in 1858, Morny together with group
of business men of the day, vowed to turn the
swampland known as Dosville in 1825 into in the
words of Morny himself the kingdom of elegance.
Referred to as the ‘city of horses’ gateway to
Calvados, for its association with horse racing, in
the early 20th century Deauville became a
fashionable resort resplendent with grand hotels
and its famous Casino. The original mandate of
the Festival organizers was to restore links with

the American saviors of June 1944, bring glamour
back the city, and promote the town’s Casino. 

Today Deauville has acquired the mantle of a
mini-Cannes, and established itself as a
‘glamorous snapshot’ of recent “made in

USA” productions. The 2002 event held (August
30th – September 8th) had an eclectic program,
which comprised the cream of independent films,
which screened at Sundance, product from US
Studios having their European launch, tributes to a
variety of stars, documentaries, and short films. 
Close to start of the Venice Film Festival, it’s a
favorite for the stars on route to Venice. Celebrities
who attended the 2002 event included: Tom Hanks,

Sam Mendes, Matt Damon, Harrison Ford (special
tribute), Gwyneth Paltrow, Sylvester Stallone, Asia
Argento, Ellen Burstyn (special tribute), Robert
Evans (special tribute), Matt Dillon (special
tribute). All attendees enjoyed the warm hospitality
of Deauville, with it’s streets filled with baskets of
flowers, chic boutiques, and the key hotels of the
event, the Normandy and Royal. High profile
sponsors of the Deauville Festival of American
Film include Ralph Lauren Fragrances Best
Actor’s prize, and Fred the jeweler for 2002
introduced a special prize “La Flamme de
Deauville” for the stars who received tributes.

Photos & Report by Olivier Krasker-Rosen.

Festivals Review
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Montreal In A League Of Its Own

The Montreal World Film Festival, twenty-
six years after it was established is one of
the exceptions to the rule among the high

profile festivals worldwide. The festival’s mandate
is to bring to the sophisticated audience in
Montreal, a comprehensive festival of World
cinema. Despite its own ebbs and flows since 1977
of maintaining its far-reaching mandate, it
continues to solidly deliver, a dependable
programme of first class cinema from around the
world. Cinemagoers in Montreal, enjoy the
advantages of proximity of location. On the
borders of America, the city of Montreal often
plays date and time with blockbusters from the
United States. In addition the city’s bilingual
status enjoys an array of French language and
European films. Further adding to the richness of
cinematic intelligence and sophistication, is the
growth of the county’s own national cinema over
the past few years. The World Film Festival’s
Serge Losique President, and Daniele Cauchard,
Vice President for the 2002 event which took place
in late August early September, did not disappoint
the ardent cinemagoing audience or industry
executives who attended hoping to find a
discerning ensemble of films from around the
world. The caliber of the films from 75 countries
was high, and encompassed storytelling across the
breath of human emotions told from the
perspective of many nationalities, religions, and
cultures. All the 20 films that were viewed had
strong underlying redeeming themes. The subject
matters touched not only the emotions from the

joy of watching good cinema, but the breadth and
depth of discovering different cultures, and the
diversified manner in which the same subject
matters were addressed. 
When asked what he attributed to the festivals
ability to consistently deliver a broad selection of
‘good world cinema’ to Montreal Serge Losique
commented “Daniele, is not only my right hand,
but also my right head, because you need two
heads, and a committee, to see all the movies we
showcase. Daniele discovered for instance,
Iranian Cinema, I discovered Chinese Cinema,
she is also an expert on Japanese Cinema”. He
went on “When you’re in this field you must first
know the history of cinema. Don’t forget that
cinema for many years, perhaps for a century was
never considered real art. The only country that
understood the value of cinema, maybe not from
an artistic viewpoint, but for commercial reasons
was the Americans. Even before the motion
picture revolution in 1917 in America, you had
the small theatres that played silent movies. We
talk of America colonizing the world, but we must
look back into history, the reason why American
cinema is strong, is because it has a long tradition.
As an example in a Charlie Chaplin movie the
small guy is fighting against the big enterprise, for
the majority of the people regardless of religion or
race, your heart is with the small guy. For me the
main purpose of the cinema is to know human
justice. Cinema (the film) is like cloth, you like it
or don’t like it, it’s an institution, and also an
irrational language. You never know how a great

film director can provoke in you all the emotions;
it’s the only worldwide language that achieves
that. The directors of any great piece must have a
very open mind, they must forget about
themselves and think about ordinary people. Not
just today but since the dawn o f cinema, people
are fighting every day to pay their bills, they
don’t receive love letters, just bills! When they
go out to the cinema they want for one hour and
one half to forget about all their problems. To-
day filmmakers have more freedom to express
themselves, nothing is taboo. The talk today is of
a crisis in the cinema, but we have never had
more money to make movies than at the present
time”.

Reflecting on the old age discussion does
cinema reflect life, or is it proactive to life,
and are the films of today too violent.

Losique concluded “The cinema I think can
sometimes proceed the life but mostly it’s
imitating the life and takes it one step further.  On
the question of violence, there needs to be a
balance in cinema, the fact is, reality is even more
violent. If it’s a film about war it needs to show the
violence, but it’s not violence for the sake of the
violence. Presenting violent films, is not the
purpose of this festival. On the television everyday
there is too much violence, lets not forget that the
cinema I would say until 30’s, was based on
emotions, on the dreams each of us has. How can
you go to cinema dreaming about violence? Good
cinema always gives some kind of hope, films
must give hope to humanity.”

At Deauville Glamour Is The Key

The stars Gwyneth Paltrow, Matt Damon, Matt Dillon & Sylvester Stallone meets the press at Deauville 2002.
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The Locarno International Film Festival,
now in its 55th year, has earned and
enjoyed a reputation of being one of the

most respected annual film festival events. The
festival made a name for itself by inaugurating
new sections and expanding the scope of the
competition program. In the autumn of 2001
Locarno entered the ranks of “non-specialist
competitive festivals”, in line with Cannes, Venice
and Berlin. With that change, the festival was
released from the obligation to select only first,
second and third cinematographic works in the
competition. This was reflected in the 2002
program, as the festival continues to dedicate itself
to the quest of finding new talent and focus on the
discovery of films experimenting with new styles
and new ways of representing reality.
With a budget of 9.3 million Swiss francs – an
increase of 1 million Swiss francs compared to
2001 – Marco Solari, the new President of the
Locarno Film Festival, made a number of
noticeable changes and improvements for this
year. For many years Locarno suffered from a
recurring lack of capacity to maintain within the
infrastructure of the town a permanent venue to
showcase the films, as the Palais des Festivals in
Cannes. Solari addressed the issue by creating

Spazio / Cinema, a temporary and removable
structure that included three screening spaces (the
Fevi Auditorium, the Sala and the Altra Sala), a
Forum with a Bar which offered an area for
exhibitions and a meeting for filmmakers and the
public. The modular structure was also equipped
with a range of festival services: video library,
information desk and the ticketing office. With the
creation of the Sala and the Altra Sala overall for
the 2002 event the seating capacity of the festival
was increased by 1,460.
The Piazza Grande, the famous square at the foot
of the old city of Locarno, was the place where
professionals and the public gathered every
evening before one of the world’s biggest open-air
theatres. The giant screen, with perfect acoustics,
and a sophisticated sound system, hosted over
7000 people during the event. The audience
enjoyed a varied & impressive mix of films, and
rediscovered classics from restored prints. The
films screened included Possession, The Bourne
Identity, Insomnia, The Importance of Being
Earnest and Signs.

In all nearly 400 films were screened at
Locarno this year. The United States and
Europe represented the greater part of the

selection of films shown. The US selection
included, among others, Steven Shainberg’s
romantic comedy Secretary, One-Hour Photo
starring Robin Williams and Connie Nielsen, and
Personal Velocity, Rebecca Miller’s first feature
film. The selection for the International
Competition offered a balanced choice of new
talent and established filmmakers: prestigious
names such as Gus Van Sant and Alain Cavalier
mixed with complete beginners in feature films, as
the French duo Ducastel-Martineau or Swiss
directors Rolando Colla and Jacob Berger. 
The festival is an annual international showcase
for Swiss cinema, and the Swiss film industry was

represented at Locarno with 55 movies (including
shorts). For the first time this year Locarno created
a special section: Appellations Suisse. Aimed
principally at films buyers and industry
professionals from all over the world, it also gave
the public the opportunity to see the newest Swiss
films and an overview of the year’s national
production. 
Locarno also presented two retrospectives. “Indian
Summer” a cinematic journey through the many
languages, customs and cultures, and a range of
films from India, from art-house to the Bollywood
popular entertainment.  In a move that would have
been unthinkable as recently as last year, the
“Afghan Day” paneled a round table with a
number of prominent politic and cultural figures
from Afghanistan, and the entire day was devoted
to films which had escaped censorship and
destruction from the Taliban in Afghanistan

Festival President Marco Solari and Irene
Bignardi, the new Italian director of the festival,
set many goals to achieve, amidst much criticism.
However the duo attained their objectives, with
nearly 200,000 admissions – an increase of more
than 26% for the 2002 event, and a program that was
clearly a success with the cinema going public.

Report by Patrice Aubry.

The sixth Bermuda International Film
Festival will take place April 11th –17th,
2003 in Bermuda’s capitals Hamilton

headquartered at the Elbow Beach Hotel. The
festival’s mission statement is to advance the love
of independent film from around the world, and
create a community welcoming to filmmakers and
filmgoers. Major sponsors of the Bermuda
International Film Festival include: the Bermuda
Department of Tourism, the ACE Group, an
international insurance and reinsurance company
with operations in 50 countries, and the Elbow
Beach Hotel – a member of the Leading Hotels of
the World and the Law firm Appleby Spurling &
Kempe (AS&K). Aideen Rattersay Pryse Festival
Director says, “For the first time, we will divide
our films into competition and non-competition
categories. Our non-competition category will
feature a ‘festival of festivals’ approach as we
present a selection of world cinema favorites. Our
competition category will focus on newer, fresher

films that have been underexposed on the festival
circuit, and we will offer prizes for best narrative
feature, best documentary feature and best short.
All of the films, both competition and non-
competition, are eligible for our audience choice
award. We will also present our annual country
focus with ‘In From the Cold: the films of Iceland’
and for the first time will present a retrospective of
a particular filmmaker’s work.”

Astaunch supporter of the festival for some
time, Graham Wood, a senior attorney at
the Law firm of Appleby Spurling &

Kempe (AS&K), underscores that there are many
good reasons why filmmakers should consider
attending the festival, aside from the relaxing
atmosphere in beautiful surroundings that it offers.
Wood commented “Raising finance for a film is
often a difficult task, but Bermuda has a
remarkable track record in the provision of
international financial services that offer
significant opportunities. Its position is unique

because of the flexibility it provides to the film
industry. Different types of financial vehicles and
structures may be used. For example, segregated
accounts companies allow investors to segregate
interests into cells that are then able to enter into
contracts. Licensing deals for different elements of
a film’s revenue stream can be separated into a cell
so that investors can choose to invest in DVD
receipts, for example, and not invest in box office
receipts. In doing so they can be sure that any
losses in one will not impact on the profits made in
the other. He continued “Due to its unique
geographical position and its historical influences,
Bermuda can offer hybrid structures that address
the requirements of investors from the United
States, Europe and the Far East. Flexibility can
also be derived from Bermuda’s tax neutrality.
Bermuda reduces the complexity of international
film finance and distribution as we have no
complicated double tax treaties. That brings down
the cost of doing business.”

The Bermuda Festival 2003
Mixes Business & Pleasure

Locarno 2002 Meets Needed Capacity 

The Town of Locarno

The Giant Screen in The Piazza Grande



THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar during
each of the years listed, the value of the currency on from 25 August 2002 - 25 September 2002 and the percentage change
in rate since The Business of Film update on 30 April 2002. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro.Source: Thomson Financial Datastream

1982
1990
2001
6 Feb 2002
1 April 2002

25 Aug 2002

25 Sep 2002

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919
7,082
6,942

6,577

6,421

-2.37%

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200
1,335,750
1,334,600

1,196,000

1,227,950

2.67%

9,920
12,090
18,310
19,679
15,645

18,387

18,300

-0.48%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

25 Aug 2002

25 Sep 2002

% Update

120,275

122,540

1.88%

42,280

43,440

2.74%

48,500

48,380

-0.25%

S. Korea
Won

Thai
Baht

Indian
Rupee

7,6343

7,5859

-0.63%

1,514

1,495

-1.21%

9,4528

9,3316

-1.28%

Danish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Swedish
Krona

707,050

745,650

-5.46%

9,855

10,273

4.24%

3,117

3,758

20.58%

Chilean
Peso

Mexican
Peso

Brazilian
Real

26/9/02

DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP

0.84

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.92

0.94

0.96

0.98

1.00

1.02

US $ TO EURO SYNTHETIC (FTSE) - EXCHANGE RATE

HIGH 1.01 19/7/02, LOW 0.86 1/2/02, LAST 0.98 20/9/02 Source: DATASTREAM

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro Dec.(2001) - Sep.(2002)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound Sterling,
French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish Peseta,
Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar.  The chart to the left shows the
value of the dollar against the 3 remaining currencies which are not
part of the EEC (The Euro).  The chart below shows 9 new
currencies we have introduced based on requests from our
subscribers.  On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will
continue to track the European currencies until they expire. Next
issue we will be introducing more currencies based on what our
readership has told us it needs.
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Two new series Igloo-Gloo and Taipei
Diaries are available from Portfolio
primetime, kids and family programming at
MIPCOM. Joy Rosen, President and Co-
Founder of Portfolio Entertainment said
“Taipei Diaries is a very exciting property for
Portfolio Entertainment. It marks our
aggressive entry into, and development of, this
hot new TV genre. We are actively developing
the unscripted drama and comedy genre in the
coming year and look forward to offering
global buyers even more dynamic
programming in this arena.” The company also
debuts Igloo-Gloo (45 x 30), on which
Portfolio Entertainment has worldwide
broadcast and home video rights to the
preschool series. Highlighted with puppetry to
evoke the keen and natural way young
children play, Igloo-Gloo is produced by the

award-winning studio Zone 3. “Igloo-Gloo
has all the elements to engage and entertain the
imaginations of the preschool viewing
audience. Its universal appeal is evident and
every young child, regardless of language, can
understand it. This series has no dialogue and,
therefore, there are no language barriers.” says
Tanya Kelen, Portfolio Entertainment’s new
Head of Sales and Acquisitions. The eight-part
program Taipei Diaries is written and directed
by filmmaker David Hansen and produced by
Stephen Onda of WestWind Pictures. 
Based in Toronto and founded by Lisa Olfman
and Joy Rosen, Portfolio first made its mark in
youth programming, growing its production
division to include primetime drama and
animation. Its distribution catalogue boasts over
500 episodes of programming in a wide variety
of genres, including lifestyle and magazine.

Portfolio Entertainment Debuts Igloo Gloo

Dor ian  s c reens  a t  MIPSc reens
AVAILABLE FROM Moonstone Entertainment

Inquisition From
Chrysalis Stars Jacobi 

Keller Entertainment Group’s new
comedy feature film, Grad Nights
is available to the international
marketplace at MIPCOM.   Shot on
24-frame digital video, the film
marks   the directing debut of Amy
Snow and was  previously entitled
Buck Naked Arson. 
Snow and Grad Nights were
recently awarded the Gold Award
for Theatrical Feature Film
Comedy at Worldfest Houston.
Kirt Eftekhar who recently joined
Keller Entertainment Group as Vice
President commented  “I am
excited to be part of KEG.  We
strive to produce and distribute first
rate programming for the domestic
and international marketplaces,
working with both top tier and up
and coming talent, as well as
continually developing and
maintaining strong relationships

with distributors and networks
worldwide.”
Eftekhar’s will be spearheading a
slate of new projects for Keller, that
includes development of the
children’s series Wyland’s World,
an art and sea animal-driven half-
hour weekly series, and production
of Keller Entertainment’s new
high-octane action feature film,
Tug of War, to be directed by
Hong Kong actioner, Kirk Wong.
Eftekhar previously served as VP of
Acquisitions at POP.com and
Director of Development at
Producers Entertainment Group.
He began his career at United
Talent Agency.  He has produced an
award-winning documentary, as
well as movies for Showtime
Networks, Paramount Classics,
CBS and Fox.  

Keller’s Grad Nights

Chrysalis Distribution has
available for international buyers
a new programming slate of
drama series at MIPCOM. Sir
Derek Jacobi stars in Inquisition
(1 x 1 hour), his first leading
television role for many years. Set
in 17th century Spain, the
screenplay is adapted from the
Dostoyevsky novel and produced
by Drama House. Also
highlighted at MIPCOM is
Mataku – series 1 (5 x 30 min) &
series 2 (8 x 30 min) A South
Pacific Pictures Production for

TV3 New Zealand. Established in
1993, Chrysalis Distribution is a
member of the Chrysalis Group
and one of the UK’s leading
independent television
distributors. The company works
closely with programme makers
to develop, finance and distribute
high quality, primetime
entertainment with worldwide
appeal. The catalogue represents
all genres of programming
including documentary,
entertainment, children’s, music
and comedy.  



UK based independent 3DD
Entertainment has signed a
strategic distribution and co-
production deal with U.S. based
Lorber Media. As part of the
agreement, Lorber Media sources
new U.S. programming for
worldwide distribution by 3DD.
New product in the deal includes
Woody Allen: A Life in Film
produced and directed by writer
and filmmaker Richard Schickel.
Also available is Schickel’s 1973
classic documentary series on
famous directors. The Men Who
Made The Movies, Howard
Hawks, King Vidor, George Cukor,

Raoul Walsh and Samuel Fuller.
The documentary also features new
narration by Sydney Pollack.  The
series explores the careers of these
directors and how their films
influenced social and cultural
views. Richard Lorber, President,
Lorber Media commented “3DD is
a dynamic and dedicated sales team
with a compelling business
strategy. There are few mid-sized
players left in the international
distribution field and I am excited
by the many opportunities I see
here to collaborate in helping 3DD
grow their worldwide business”.
Dominic Saville, Chief Executive,
3DD Entertainment “We are
confident that through Lorber
Media we will find the right
catalyst to expand 3DD’s film and
documentary catalogues”. Richard
launched Lorber Media in 2001 as a
business development partner for
entertainment distribution
companies that share his vision and
seek unique, quality product.

Woody Allen
A Life In Film
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Lakeshore International screens
Just A Kiss, at the MIP
Screenings held as an ‘event
within an event’ during
MIPCOM. A new initiative from
the Reed Organization, the MIP
Screenings for the first time offer
theatrical distributors the
platform to screen films in the
original format of production.
Julie McLaughlin VP Worldwide
Television Sales for Lakeshore
International commented
“Lakeshore is pleased to be one of
the first companies to take
advantage of this ideal setting to
screen our theatrical product to

major broadcasters from around
the world”. Just a Kiss, directed
by Fisher Stevens, stars Ron
Eldard (Blackhawk Down) Kyra
Sedgwick (Phenomenon) Patrick
Breen (Men In Black), Marley
Shelton: (Pleasantville), Taye
Diggs (How Stella Got Her
Grove Back) and Academy
Award winner Marisa Tomei (In
the Bedroom and My Cousin
Vinney).
When does a kiss become more
than just a kiss? When a group of
young New York City
Manhattanites venture into the
dark side of modern romantic

entanglements. As the fun and
games take their psychic and
physical toll, a magical twist in
time brings these friends full
circle, right back to where the
mayhem started: with just a kiss
and a rare second chance to make
the right choices.
Just a Kiss is currently in US
distribution through Paramount
Classics and screens October Oct
8th at 15.00pm Riviera Theatre 2.
Lakeshore International is also
selling its library of over 350
titles available for the
international marketplace.

Lakeshore Seals A Kiss At MIP Screenings

The Asian presence at the
International TV Markets continues
to grow, at MIPCOM new pavilion
stands and first time exhibitors
number twelve (12) from key Asian
territories. The trend which started
at MIP TV in April, continues at
MIPCOM with Japan and South
Korea among the top 10 countries
with the highest number of stands.
Companies taking umbrella stands
include first time exhibitors from
Taiwan and South Korea and
increased numbers from China,
Hong Kong, India, Japan and
Singapore. During MIPCOM
Taiwan’s digital entertainment
industry is being promoted, via the
“Digital Year One” program, and
under the collective stand of Taipei
Hsien Computer Association.
Singapore Broadcasting Authority
(SBA) under its group stand, host
first timers such as Peach Blossom a
television and new media
production house. Seventy-two (72)

new channels have been launched
in South Korea since March 2002,
signaling the rapid deployment of
commercial satellite broadcasting in
the country. Thirty-two (32)
companies from South Korea are
exhibiting at MIPCOM through
umbrella organizations such as
KOCCA (Korean Culture &
Contents Agency) and KIPA (Korea
Independent Productions
Association). E-City Entertainment,
a new exhibitor from India is a
division of the $260 million media
giant Essel, one of Asia’s largest
media houses. Essel’s corporate
structure covers the gambit of
entertainment from Zee Network to
theme parks, movies and television
programming. The twelve (12) key
territories from Asia represented at
MIPCOM 2002 are China, Hong
Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea,
Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand and
Vietnam.

Asian Growth
Continues

ABC Content Sales unveils its
new 22 x 52’ medico-legal drama
series, MDA at MIPCOM. Jason
Donovan takes the role of medical
litigant Richard Savage. “MDA
covers issues people are talking
about globally, issues of life and
death, and who, ultimately, is
responsible when the system
breaks down and doctors make
mistakes. MDA is compelling,
passionate and controversial,”

Kaye Warren, Head of ABC
Content Sales said. Created by
Greg Haddrick and Des
Monaghan, MDA is a Screentime
production for ABC TV.  The
project is financed in association
with Optus Television, and
produced by Ric Pellizzeri
(formerly producer of Blue
Heelers). ABC Content distributes
MDA in all media worldwide.

ABC Premieres MDA
Marisa Tomei stars in Just A Kiss



The Business Of Film, Established in 1980,
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Hallmark Channel Special, a
weekly 2-hour segment
showcasing Hallmark original
productions on Hong Kong’s
terrestrial network ATV World
Channel is now available to 1.5
million TV homes in Hong Kong.
The Hallmark Channel brand
currently serves 19 million
households in the Asia Pacific
region.
Hallmark Channel Special
showcases all-time favorite
Hallmark originals including:
Alice In Wonderland (Whoopi
Goldberg), Moby Dick (Patrick
Stewart and Gregory Peck),
Merlin (Sam Neil, Isabella
Rossellini and Helena Bonham

Carter), Gulliver’s Travels (Ted
Danson and Mary Steenburgen),
Odyssey (Armand Assante and
Vanessa Williams), The Magical
Legend of the Leprechauns
(Randy Quaid), Noah’s Ark (Jon
Voight) and The 10th Kingdom
(John Larroquette). Hallmark
Channel based in Hong Kong is
strategically the Asian hub for
many regional advertisers. “With
the launch, more than one million
TV households in Hong Kong are
experiencing award-winning
original mini-series offered by
Hallmark Channel.” said Terence
Yau, Managing Director & Chief
Executive, Crown Media
International, LLC. – Asia Pacific.

Celebrating its fifth year in
business, Lantern Lane
Entertainment, headed by David
Garber CEO attends MIPCOM,
having recently concluded a
number of stategic deals. The
company was recently named the
exclusive agent for Scott
Hamilton Kennedy’s OT: Our
Town, which premiered at this
year’s Toronto Film Festival. The
critically acclaimed film also won
the Los Angeles Film Festival’s
Jury Prize. Garber said, “With a
tightening economy and the rules
having changed, regarding
licensing windows and
distribution patterns, Lantern
Lane continues to help
independents find creative and
innovative ways to license their
product and recoup their
investments.” 

Other deals include Gold Circle
Films’ The Badge, starring Billy
Bob Thorton and Patricia Arquette
to Starz Encore’s flagship channel
STARZ. Kismet Entertainment’s
werewolf homage, Dog Soldiers
video rights to DEJ Productions,
and available TV rights to the
Sci–Fi Networks.  
In a deal for both television and
video, Lantern Lane sold a
package of Gold Circle titles
including Tempted: Burt
Reynolds and Saffron Burrows,
Dawg: Denis Leary and Elizabeth
Hurley, Wishcraft: Alexandra
Holden and Michael Aday, Roads
to Riches: Rose McGowan,
Robert Forster and Kip Pardue; to
Home Box Office (HBO). 

Hallmark Channel
Special Launched In HK

Lantern Lane
Celebrates Five

Montreal based Spectra
International Distribution (SID)
have promoted Nachida Kara
Slimane to the position of sales
representative from her previous
position of assistant to
international distribution
management for the past year.
Attending MIPCOM, Kara
Slimane in addition to her
marketing responsibilities, will
now develop airline sales as well
as sales for certain territories,
including the Middle East. Kara
Slimane joined SID from Reed
Midem, the world’s leading
exhibition organizer, where she
spent three years in the press
relations department. Throughout
her career, her primary focus has
been marketing for companies
such as Coheris, a publisher of
CRM software, 3M, Novell, and
Teleperformances in France where
she resided. Ms Kara Slimane
attended the Association pour le
development de la formation aux

réalités internationales (ADEFRI)
and the Institut d’Administration
des entreprises (IEA). 
Nachida Kara Slimane brings her
expertise and knowledge of the
international market to her new
position for Spectra International
Distribution, as the company
expands to bring its library of
specialized programming to a
wider audience. 
Spectra International Distribution
is a subsidiary of L’equipe Spectra,
a Canadian company that
specializes in the production of
shows, the spreading of culture in
television programming, of events
like the Festival International de
Jazz de Montreal, Les
FrancoFolies de Montreal and the
Montreal Highlights Festival. The
library consists of more than 500
hours of programming music,
drama, variety, comedy and
children’s programming currently
seen in 89 countries worldwide. 

Nachida Kara Slimane 
Promoted At Spectra

Regent Entertainment’s Gene
George and Meggan Kimberly
attend MIPCOM with three
completed telefilms for the
international marketplace. Over
the past eighteen months the
company has geared its production
to meet the needs of a changing
market environment, and the
requirements of its international
buyers. Tornado Warning is an
action disaster telemovie starring
Gerald McRaney, Thea Gill, Joan
Van Ark and Steve Braun. A
renowned scientist invents a
system that predicts the deadliest
of twisters. Hope Ranch, stars
Bruce Boxleitner, Lorenzo Lamas
and Gail O’Grady. The family
adventure tale, tells the story of
three troubled youths in Juvenile
Hall who get a chance to
rehabilitate their lives when a
rancher convinces the hall’s
psychologist to bring the teens to
the working cattle ranch he owns.

Cupid’s Prey in the thriller genre,
stars Jack Wagner, Joanna Pacula,
and Katrina Brown. A brainy and
beautiful young woman tutors her
wealthy boyfriend at his lavish
home and is immediately attracted
to his father. Dead Dog, a
psychological thriller. Starring:
Jeremy Sisto (Jesus, Julius
Caesar, Six Feet Under), Paige
Turco (The Agency), Isaac Hayes
and Adrienne Shelly. In addition to
the company has in production
Wolves of Wall Street. starring
Eric Roberts, Elisa Donovan,
Michael Bergin, Greg Lee,
currently in postproduction for a
December 2002 delivery. Two
Regent projects started shooting in
late September Wild Fire 7 for
delivery December 2002, and
Mount Extreme (formerly Terror
Peak). The company has a
substantial library of telefilms and
feature films, produced in the past
five years, with name talent
including Holly Hunter, Timothy
Dalton, Charlie Sheen, Emilio
Estevez, Darryl Hannah, Armand
Assante, Rob Lowe and Haley Joel
Osment. Also in the Regent library
is the Academy Award winning
film, Gods and Monsters, with
Brendan Fraser and Ian Mckellan.

Lorenzo Lamas - Hope Ranch

New Regent
Showcase
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Moonstone Entertainment headed
by Ernst ‘Etchie’ Stroh is
screening three feature films at the
newly introduced MIP Screenings
during MIPCOM 2002. “These
screenings give buyers the
opportunity to see the films as they
should be viewed, it’s a welcome
service during MIPCOM”
commented Stroh. Moonstone
Entertainment films being
screened include Dorian, based on
Oscar Wilde’s dark tale, and set in
modern-day New York, Dorian
stars Ethan Erickson as the

strikingly handsome Louis who
makes a pact with the devil -
played by Malcolm McDowell.
Set to open in US cinema’s autumn
2002, Children On Their
Birthdays, is a tale of true
friendship and first love woven by
master storyteller Truman Capote.
Released theatrically in the US last
spring Joshua, explores the
ramifications of a mysterious and
seemingly selfless stranger’s
arrival in a small-town
community.

The Reed Midem Organization
for MIPCOM 2002 have
introduced MIP Screenings held
as an “event within the event” in
the Palais des Festivals’
Auditorium A and in screening
rooms in the Riviera exhibition
hall. Companies taking advantage
of screening their product on the
big screen during MIPCOM
include Lakeshore Entertainment,
Moonstone Entertainment,
Téléfiction Distribution
(Canada), Grupo Minerva
International (Italy), Beta Film
(Germany), Anymationhouse BV

(Netherlands), Odyssey
Entertainment (UK), Amsell
Entertainment, First Drum Inc.,
Hallmark Entertainment, Hearst
Entertainment, Keller
Entertainment, LevyMann
Entertainment, Pantheon Holding
and Screen Media Ventures
(USA).
First Drum, a New York/Los
Angeles-based company attending
MIPCOM for the first time, will
present the world premiere of the
48-minute documentary The Last
Poets.

Three From Moonstone

Colorland Animation Ltd., and
Tundra Productions, Inc have
teamed on an animation co-
production; currently in
production at Colorland’s studios
in China, In Search of Santa
(pictured above) is available at
MIPCOM to international buyers.
Produced by Louis Sek and Bill
Kowalchuk, directed by Bill
Kowalchuk and written by
Michael Aschner. Scheduled to be
finished in April 2003, the 76-
minute 3D CGI animated film is
targeted for a Christmas 2003

release.  Colorland and Tundra
have previously collaborated on
animated videos such as, Rudolph
the Red-Nosed Reindeer and the
Island of Misfit Toys, a 3D
animated feature length video
released Christmas 2001. Video
and TV licensing rights are
available for the project at
MIPCOM. Colorland Animation
Ltd., a Hong Kong and Shenzhen
China-based animation production
facility was founded in 1991 by
Louis Sek. 

In Search Of Santa 

35 mm Screenings Premiere

Spectra International Distribution
(SID) presents its latest
programming and the 500 hours of
specialized programs already in
the SID catalogue to buyers
attending MIPCOM. Programmes
launching at MIPCOM include
Cirque Orchestra, sharing the
stage with a symphony orchestra
specifically assembled for this
production, blends the circus arts,
modern dance and classical fields.
Dance! includes dance artists such
as Les Grands Ballets Canadiens
de Montréal, La La Human

Steps, O Vertigo Danse La
Compagnie Flak and Margie
Gillis. Fiesta Nuevo Latino with
King Chango, this live concert
features the seven members of the
alternative Latin ensemble King
Chango presented before an
audience of more than 100,000 in
downtown Montreal. Singer
Shantal Arroyo and guitarist Paule
Magnan performed the group’s
mix of reggae, funk and hip-hop,
which was recorded at the Festival
International de Jazz de Montréal.

SID Expand Territories

In a deal prior to Mipcom, the
Media Interactive Technology
(MIT) system, pioneered by
Pyramedia, was sold to
Nickelodeon UK. The MIT links
up a computer to a smart
communication system interfacing
with local telephony networks –
converting to an interactive real
time response. The technology,
which can be used for all
interactive television applications
provides an instantaneous viewer
response. The system is easily
adaptable and satisfies various
needs in live interactive TV such
as game shows, quiz games,
games for kids, trivia, real-time
voting, opinion polls, interactive
advertising and dating. Its most
valuable feature is that it provides
interactivity to analogue TV,
where the usual interactive
platforms are not compatible.
Dave Jenkins, Head of Business
Development, Nickelodeon UK
commented, “Giving kids more
fun things to do when they’re
watching Nickelodeon is a key
part of our strategy, and the MIT
software has certainly allowed us
to create some fantastic new
formats that we’re sure our kids

will love.”
Tsur Moshe, CEO, Pyramedia itv
said, “We are thrilled that
Nickelodeon UK has acquired the
MIT system. Kids love
interacting with one another and
love television – thus this
technology provides the perfect
catalyst.”
Pyramedia itv was established by
CEO Tsur Moshe in 1994 and is a
fully integrated media and hi-tech
company specialising in the
development and production of
mass Interactive technology.
Headquartered in Israel, the
company recently opened a UK
office headed by Karl Sinclaire-
Anderson has been appointed
International Commercial
Director. In a move signalling its
further expansion into Europe
Ingrid Velleine has been
promoted to Vice President
Business Development and
International Marketing. 
Velleine will concentrate on
marketing Pyremedia’s formats
such as 30 Square, Horse
Jumper, Hit The Clip, and the
MIT software system to
broadcasters.

Pyramedia  Secures
Nickelodeon Deal

Children On Their Birthdays
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Los Angeles based Powersports
attend MIPCOM with over 150
hours of new programming
available for the international
marketplace. Powersports
showcases product from three
leading specialist producers. The
series Action Sport, Freeze
Sports, Aqua Action and X-
Terrain from Black Diamond
Television, a supplier of extreme
sports programming in Europe.
Global Adventure, a series of
over 12 action-packed, feature-
length films from Warren Miller
Entertainment. Just completed
from Langley Productions are the
first 65 episodes of Police Beat.
In addition Powersports Power
docs’ original series includes the

completed Velvet Lounge. Other
original programming include
Strip Notes (58 min.; Behind-the-
scenes documentary) - A
documentary special revealing the
behind-the-scenes lives of exotic
dancers at strip clubs. The film
was produced by Daryl Hannah
and is based on Michael Radford’s
motion picture, Dancing at The
Blue Iguana. To round out the
variety of product available from
Powersports are seven Scanbox
Feature Films produced in 1998-
2000. The films, in a variety of
genres, include Foreign Fields,
Boogie Boy, Sanctuary, Sample
People Postmortem, Redball,
and Night Terrors. 

At the Board of Directors meeting
of NATPE held September, the
organization announced a series of
initiatives designed to attract
major distributors and buyers to
its exhibition floor, re-focus its
member services and designate
Las Vegas as the permanent home
for the association’s annual
conference. To meet the changing
needs of the international
marketplace, many of the major
United States distributors have
agreed to participate in
Hollywood Plaza, a pavilion on
the exhibition floor. Adjacent to
Hollywood Plaza will be the
Buyers Lounge.
During NATPE 2003 Fox
Broadcasting Company will hold
an affiliate event in New Orleans
to coincide with the conference.
Reviewing its findings from
ongoing conversations with
executives throughout the U.S.
and international television
arenas, the NATPE’ Board of
Directors has formally
empowered the association to
hold its annual conference in the
future in Las Vegas on a

permanent basis. Bruce Johansen,
president and CEO of NATPE,
said, “We have listened intently
to the needs of all of our
members and are pleased to have
met their wishes with the creation
of Hollywood Plaza and the
Buyers Lounge. Just as our
membership must be increasingly
creative in business, we too must
look at new ways to best position
NATPE so that it will continue to
be of great value to the
worldwide television community”
NATPE 2003 runs January 21 24
in New Orleans. 
The Los Angeles-based National
Association of Television
Program Executives (NATPE) is
a global alliance of business
professionals engaged in the
creation, development and
distribution of content, as well
as advertising and financial
activities. NATPE is the world’s
largest non-profit association
dedicated to facilitating the
continued growth and
convergence of all content
across multiple distribution
platforms.

NATPE  Strategic
Changes for 2003

Powersports Unveil
New Action Sport 

The new production company set
up in the US, Carlton Productions
LLC, appointed John Lindsay as
its Executive Vice-President.
Lindsay joins Gillian Rose, the
company’s Director of Program.
In 2001 Carlton struck a deal with
the Public Broadcasting Service
and the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting in the USA to set up
a $20 million International
Production Fund for the
production and distribution of
programming for America and
international television markets.
The company also continues to
produce and develop
documentaries and factual

programs in partnership with
Newsweek Productions. 
John Lindsay commented “I’m
delighted to have joined Carlton
and I’m looking forward to using
the skills, expertise and
relationships I have developed
during my years at Oregon in an
exciting new commercial
venture.” Carlton International’
Los Angeles-based subsidiary
Carlton America already acquires,
develops and produces TV movies
and other programming for
television, and has a library of
more than 165 films. 

John Lindsay Heads 
Factual  At Carlton

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPCOM 2002
The Mysteries Of Provence, AVAILABLE FROM TF-1

The Business Of Film Online www.thebusinessoffilm.com
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NEW PRODUCT @ MIPCOM

Southern Star Sales offers
the definitive television history of
The First World War for pre-sales
at MIPCOM. Currently in production
with a delivery date of May 2003,
The First World War will be
available in time to mark the 90th
Anniversary of the conflict in 2004.
The First World War is a Wark
Clements production for Channel Four
in association with Southern Star. 

Oxford Scientific Films,
the Award-winning, UK-based
producer, has been commissioned by
Discovery Channel to produce a 10 x
30-minute series, Where Theres
Muck, The series, looks at all
aspects of the Industrial Revolution.
Production started in late July and
will be broadcast on Discovery
Channel in late autumn 2002. 

CABLEready’ introduces
its new two-hour reality
documentary Trek to international
buyers at MIPCOM. Four hikers
attempt to traverse the
Appalachian Trail a continuous
marked footpath that crosses 14
U.S. states, from Maine to
Georgia. Each year, there are
3,000 attempts to cross its entire
length, but only 200 – or less than
10 percent – succeed. 
Trek is being produced by Cirque
Productions, based in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina.

Toonz Animation India
The Indian-based animation studio’s
new project, The Adventures of
Tenali, is distributed at MIPCOM by
Indigo. Set up in 1998 by former
Disney executive, Bill Dennis,
Toonz Animation India based in
Kerala, is now developing its own
projects featuring stories from India.
The company provides animation
services for Western companies
including Cartoon Network,
Rainbow and Neptuno. 

Infonation headed by Ron
Blythe and previously based within
the Foreign Office (UK), has
become an independent production
company. Infonation will continue to
produce The Edge, their science and
technology series which airs on the
Discovery Channel. Infonation
recently launched a DVD version of
Beyond Babel, a series reflecting
the global spread of the English
language. 

TV Azteca, The Mexican
terrestrial broadcaster, prior to
MIPCOM has picked up The Clone
from GLOBO TV International. The
station broadcast the first episode of
the 220 one-hour drama series late
September 2002.

Millimages inked pre-sales for
its new animated series Corneil &
Bernie, (aka Watch My Chops!) to
broadcasters including BBC (UK),
France 3 (France), and ABC
(Australia). Millimages screened a
completed initial episode of the 2D
cel-animated for buyers at the
MIPCOM Junior event prior to
MIPCOM.

Prior to MIPCOM Chrysalis
Distribution signed a number of
deals with Asian broadcasters
Midsomers Murders has been
sold to NHK, other territories
across Asia include Sri Lanka
(MTV), Taiwan (Sun Movie),
Malaysia (Asia Teleprogramming),
Singapore (Singapore Telecom)
and China (Beijing Hongjia).
Lawless has been picked up by
broadcasters in Taiwan, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and China.
Close Contact (1 x 100’), an action-
packed thriller, was sold to
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and
Sri Lanka. 

Beyond Distribution
highlights its documentaries for
buyers at MIPCOM. Available at
MIPCOM are Indian Footprints
(13 x 30’) a Miditech production.
The Global Nomad a Wonderland
production for TG4, and Myth
Busters, a Beyond Productions
production for Discovery Channel US.

H I G H L I G H T S

Inside The UFO Museum
Available From Adler Media

The Adventures Of Tenali
Distributed by Indigo

2003 45th Annual Grammy Awards
Available From Alfred Haber

Distribution, Inc.

The Christmas Orange
Available From Bardel Ent., Inc.

The Gathering
Available From Capitol Films

Airport USA
Available From Chrysalis Distribution

Indian Footprints
Available From Beyond Distribution

The First World War
Available From Southern Star Sales

Southern Star Wild & Real’s
new slate of wildlife and factual
documentaries are available at
MIPCOM. Wild Orphans (6 x 30
minutes series) from Oxford
Scientific Films and Wild Pictures
Production. The Beast Within –
Living with Wild Animals (1 x 1
hour) A Greg Grainger Production.
Superfly An Experimental Life (1
x 1) hour An Oxford Films &
Television Production, and Killer

Bees from Tigress Production.

Chrysalis Distribution
new magazine documentary series,
5th Gear unveils at MIPCOM. The
8x30 series takes an enthusiastic
look at motoring.  Each episode
features the latest car reviews,
speed and road safety news, and
much more. 5th Gear is a Chrysalis
Entertainment Production for the
UK’s Channel 5.

UK distributor Chrysalis
Distribution prior to MIPCOM
concluded sales on the current Series 6 of
Airport, the ‘docu-soap’ to broadcasters,
including  Nine Network (Australia),
TV3 (New Zealand), (Finland), Viajar
(Spain) and VRT (Belgium).
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Convera is a provider of search,
retrieval and categorization
software products and solutions
that enable organizations to
integrate all sources of
information. The company has
announced the availability of
Visual RetrievalWare® version
5.0.  The software navigates
information to return needed
answers and collaborate on results
published to internal and external
portals or other applications. The
latest version of the company’s
search and retrieval software

development kit (SDK) for digital
images and video features new
platform support, new APIs,
support for additional file formats
and upgraded system performance.
Visual RetrievalWare provides
software developers with a rich
image and video development
environment that enables the
creation of applications that help
end users find what they are
looking for based on image and
video content rather than just
words. Originally released in 1996,
Visual RetrievalWare was the

industry’s first comprehensive
application development software
to automatically index and retrieve
visual data. The open architecture
allows domain experts to provide
their own image and video “feature
extraction” algorithms, while
providing a search and indexing
infrastructure tailored for visual
data. 
The Swedish National Criminal
Intelligence Service is fighting
against the sexual exploitation
and abuse of children by using
Visual RetrievalWare to quickly

identify new incidents of online
criminal activity and to gather
investigative clues into the
activities of pedophiles and those
who profit from the distribution
of child pornography. The
Swedish police are investigating
pedophile-related cases more
effectively and efficiently by
comparing newly gathered
pornographic images against an
existing database of over
300,000 images seized from
computers and websites around
the world. 

Breakthrough Software Able To Search
Retrieve & Categorize Sources of Information

Cox Rolls Out 
HDTV in Phoenix

Cox Communications, Inc. has
launched its Definition
Television (HDTV) service in
the Phoenix, AZ market in the
US.
Phoenix marks Cox’s second of
several commercial HDTV
deployments planned for 2002.
Along with other members of the
National Cable Television
Association, Cox is supporting the
FCC’s plan of moving television
signals into the digital spectrum by
rapidly deploying the product to
its customers on a market-by-
market basis throughout 2002 and
into 2003. Lynne Elander, vice-
president, video product
development for Cox

Communications said “Cox
remains committed to bringing the
newest and best in home
entertainment services to our
customers and we are very excited
to make this new service available
in Phoenix. High definition
television is nothing short of
revolutionary. Like the
introduction of color television
back in the 1950s, we anticipate
seeing a big shift in the
marketplace as more and more
consumers discover HDTV and
acquire the technology.” Phoenix
is the first Cox location where
customers will be able to own all
of the equipment necessary to
receive high definition services. 

Product Guide
Pages 17 - 56

The Business Of Film, established in 1980,
considers product listings, which it introduced in
1983, as vital information to serve it’s readership
at the major international TV and Film markets.
WE DO NOT CHARGE FOR LISTINGS.

The unabridged product listings of 
over 200 companies

COMPLETE NEW PRODUCT
SUBMISSIONS ARE AVAILABLE

(downloadable to your Palm) @ 
www.thebusinessoffilm.com

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPCOM 2002
Autumn Spring, AVAILABLE FROM Czech Television
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A U G / S E P T E M B E R
AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 15, 2002
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1.   The Guru 9,074,736 4 368/371/367/340 6,285/4,253/2,785/1,615

2.   Men In Black II 7,184,340 4(7) 428/355/307 3,457/2,831/2,078/1,275

3.   The Bourne Identity 6,550,502 2 419/419 8,007/4,099

4.   Signs 5,877,867 1 443 13,268

5.   Insomnia 5,649,733 3 264/265/263 6,800/4,942/2,830

6.   Reign Of Fire 5,016,376 4 365/362/313/194 3,881/2,585/1,622/804

7.   Austin Powers 4,615,838 4(8) 421/352/248/171 2,392/1,916/1,600/934

8.   Spy Kids 2 3,993,743 4(6) 412/422/417/392 2,193/1,804/1,239/845

9.   The Sweetest Thing 3,037,200 3 307/301/237 2,989/2,320/1,280

10. The Importance Of Being 2,168,739 2 215/224 4,017/2,988

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period August 23 - September 15, 2002. By showing

the per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Insomnia was taking more per screen on fewer screens than Reign Of Fire or

that Men In Black II had a higher screen average on fewer screens after seven weeks of release than Spy Kids 2after six.

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

Monitor

A U G / S E P T E M B E R

“Austin Powers
Goldmember”
On release 
in the UK



BUYERS @ MIPCOM  

GIANTS ENTERTAINMENT DISTRIBUTION, INC.

David Dadon, Chairman, Giants Entertainment Distribution, Inc., is currently shooting films in Canada
and thanks: Northwest Studios & SFX Studio, Inc. for their kind cooperation.



During MIFED 2002

David Dadon
Giants Entertainment

Distribution, Inc.

Hall 8-D14

PRE-MIFED PREVIEW

10600 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 501  Los Angeles, CA 90024 Tel. (310) 652-5400  Fax (310) 659-4000
www.giantsfilms.com • sales@giantsfilms.com • dadon@giantsfilms.com

Northwest Studios, 100-2339 Columbia Street, Vancouver, BC V5Y 3Y3, Canada

SFX Studio, Inc. 4429 Juneau St., Burnaby, BC V5C 4CS, Canada

Tel. (604) 873-9330 Fax (604) 873-9339.

Tel. (604) 205-5142 Fax. (604) 205-5143



Le Montrose, West Hollywood’s
favorite celebrity hideout, recently
completed a $3 million renovation

program.  The architects have structured a
dramatic new glass and steel canopy
entrance to the hotel reflecting a European
ambiance. The lightness and transparency of
the glass canopy are carried through in the
design of the facade, where new four story
high glazing together with new steel balcony
railings and coordinated color scheme
complete and enhance the new image of the
exterior of the hotel. Steel, glass, and wood
elements have been introduced to update
and complement the traditional art nouveau
interiors.

John Douponce General Manger
commented. “Le Montrose Suite Hotel is
one of West Hollywood’s foremost

luxury hotels, have completely renovating
sixty of our one hundred and thirty two
suites, on the third and fourth floors,
including all our one and two bedroom
suites, to continue to maintain our
prominent position in the marketplace” he
continued “Our rooftop tennis court very
popular with our guest is been resurfaced, as
well as the pool area with its Jacuzzi which
have all new furniture. The Health Club has
been remodeled with new state–of-the- art
equipment. To further ensure the continued
security of our many high profile guests, a
new security system has been installed
throughout the hotel.”

In the sixty renovated rooms, three
sophisticated and inviting schemes have
been implemented. The terracotta

ensemble uses bright colors and fun fabrics,
the aubergine scheme provide a transitional
bouquet of delicately muted “feel-good”
colors with floral accents. The wood
furniture boasts a subtle diamond design
and is finished in a two-tone stain, which
complements all three-color schemes.
Especially crafted lamps and light fixtures
add the finishing touches. The refurbishment
of Le Montrose  sees the addition of a
number of new services and amenities to its
sunken living rooms, fireplaces, private
balconies, and kitchenettes, data ports and
voice mail, the new amenities include in-
suite fax machines, copiers, printers, high-
speed Internet access, portable telephones,
27-inch televisions in the bedroom and living
room, and stereo system compact disc
players. The Private Library Restaurant color
scheme conversion, includes new carpet,
furniture, wall-coverings, and linens.

The landscaping of the hotel carries out the
themes of lightness and layering introduced
in the building renovation. Tiered plantings
of bamboo create a semi-transparent layers
against the building, while bougainvillea
cascades over planters at the base of the
building, providing color and texture. 

Meeting facilities on the Lobby level have
been upgraded with modified lighting,
sound and electrical systems and wired for
the production for the flexibility of press
Conferences and production meetings. In
addition the 825-ft. boardroom when
required can be divided into two rooms.

THE BUSINESS OF FILM
PROFILES 2002

John Douponce - GM

Le Montrose Hotel

Advertisement Feature



One Bedroom Suite  • C-class Mercedes or an ML320 SUV*

Suite and Car Package 2 • $310.00
Executive Suite  • Full Size Vehicle*

Suite and Car Package 1 • $199.00

* The rate includes tax and VLF only.
Other charges may apply (e.g. Gas, tickets and optional coverages which will

be billed to the customers credit card separately)
Please CALL the hotel DIRECTLY to book this package and 

ASK FOR 2002 LA BUSINESS PACKAGE
to obtain the above rates, other hotel charges 

such as hotel occupancy tax will apply.

Le Montrose Suite Hotel, the celebrities choice, and The Luxury Edition 
Car Rental have teamed together to offer the following EXCLUSIVE packages 

for The Business Of Film’s clientele while visitng Los Angeles throughout 2002.

A complimentary chauffered sedan provided by Luxe Limousine
will transfer you from LAX to the hotel.

Please supply flight information at time of your booking.

2002 LA Business Package Unbeatable

Television Executives Attending LA Screenings, May 2002
Mercedes Car & Luxury Hotel Package

Book NOW! LeMontrose Suite Hotel (310) 855-1115





incontrarsiamilano

The fashionable hotels
The elegance, the business, the pleasure.

DoriaGrandHotel, HotelPolizianoFiera, 
Ristorante “Il Capriccio”, “Caffé Doria” Jazz Club, Caffé “Le Cupole”
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doriagrandhotel - 20124 Milano - V.le Andrea Doria, 22 - Tel. +39.02.67.411.411 - Fax +39.02.669.666.9
e-mail: info@doriagrandhotel.it - www.doriagrandhotel.it

hotelpolizianofiera - 20154 Milano - Via Poliziano, 11 - Tel. +39.02.31.91.911 - Fax +39.02.31.91.931
e-mail: info@hotelpolizianofiera.it - www.hotelpolizianofiera.it

Sales & Marketing Office: tel. +39.02.67.411.186 - fax +39.02.67.05.807 - Numero Verde 800/011291



Contact direct: Salvatore, David or Jeanine
View the apartments of your choice with a Virtual Tour at:
www.eden-palace.com • E-mail: reception@eden-palace.com

Tel: 334 92 59 16 12 • Fax: 334 92 59 16 13
3-9, boulevard de Lorraine ou 141, rue d’Antibes - 06400 CANNES

Contact direct: Salvatore, David or Jeanine
View the apartments of your choice with a Virtual Tour at:
www.eden-palace.com • E-mail: reception@eden-palace.com

Tel: 334 92 59 16 12 • Fax: 334 92 59 16 13
3-9, boulevard de Lorraine ou 141, rue d’Antibes - 06400 CANNES

“I thought Cannes
was only for the stars,

until I stayed at the
Riviera Eden Palace”

- Erica Jordache, 
Actress

“I thought Cannes
was only for the stars,

until I stayed at the
Riviera Eden Palace”

- Erica Jordache, 
Actress

RIVIERA EDEN PALACERIVIERA EDEN PALACE



The
Ultimate
African
Location




